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Abstract—Design is a design stage that has the purpose of
designing a new system that can solve problems related to the
selection of the best alternative system. Ergonomics is the science
of other multidisciplinary learning that bridges some disciplines
and professionals, as well as summarizes the information, find-
ings, and principles of each of these scholars. The scholarship
distinguishes between physiology, anatomy, psychology, physics,
and engineering. The research methods to be used are the tools,
people using ergonomic automation windows. This design will be
designed with automatic javelin function and automatic cover
based on arduino uno microcontroller. Automatic ergonomic
design result, ease the user in doing activities and efficient in
doing the job and also comfortable using Arduino uno using
arduino uno Atmega328 microcontroller on the screen.

Index Terms—Design, Ergonomics, Arduino Uno, Microcon-
troller Atmega328

I. INTRODUCTION

Ergonomics has been part of the development of human
culture since 4000 years ago. The development of ergonomics
begins when humans design simple objects, such as stone to
help the hand in doing the work until the repair or changes to
the tool to facilitate the user.

Human life can not be separated from the interaction with
other humans and the environment. An interacting human
with the environment residence, room, campus, highway, and
others. The environment can not necessarily tell what it feels
to humans directly. Therefore a tool is needed. One of the tools
that can be used to interact is display. The display made can be
one of the media delivery of information from the environment
to humans.

Arduino is made with the aim to facilitate the experiment or
the embodiment of various equipment based on a microcon-
troller, for example: monitoring the water level in the reservoir,
tracking the location of the car, automatic access door of the
room and others. So with the function of this technology that
we use to design the tool. Humans who have been doing
the job simply put in a window curtain that almost every

day is done. The function of the curtain is to reduce the
intensity of light into the house, then when the afternoon we
close the curtain again or when the condition of cloudy or
rain fall, it requires energy that can not be underestimated or
not ergonomic Ergonomic how humans do work efficiently,
effective, comfortable and safe in doing a job. The problem
then how to design ergonomic window curtain automatically
based on Arduino Uno ATMega328 based microcontroller.

ATMega328 is an 8 bit AVR family microcontroller. This
chip has 32 KB ISP flash memory with read-write capability,
1 KB EEPROM, and 2 KB SRAM. From the capacity of its
32 KB memory is the chip is named ATmega328. ATmega328
became quite popular after the chip was used in the Arduino
board. With Arduino being supported by Arduino IDE soft-
ware, programming the ATmega328 chip becomes much more
Ergonomic.

.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Design is the depiction, planning and sketching or arrange-
ment of several separate elements into a unified whole and
functioning system design can be designed in the form of a
flow system (system flowchart), which is a form of graph
tool that can be used to indicate the sequence process of
the system [1]–[3] . The design is the design stage has a
purpose of designing a new system that can solve problems
faced by companies obtained from the selection of the best
alternative system [1]. Designing is the process of developing
a new system specification based on the recommendations
of system analysis. Based on the above understanding the
author can conclude that the design is a process to create
and design a new system [4], [11]. The system is a set of
elements that are combined with each other for a common
purpose [13]. The system is a set of interrelated or integrated
elements intended to achieve a goal [11]. The system is a
collection of elements that interact to achieve certain goals
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[10]. The microcontroller is a computer system that all or most
of its elements are packaged in one IC chip, so often called
a singlet chip microcomputer. Furthermore, a microcontroller
is a computer system that has one or several very specific
tasks, in contrast to content that has various functions. Another
difference is the RAM and ROM are very different between
computers with a microcontroller. In a microcontroller, ROM
far lebuih big compared to RAM, while the computer or PC
RAM far greater than ROM [15], [16].

ATMega328 became quite popular after the chip was used
in the Arduino board. With Arduino supported by Arduino
IDE software, programming the ATMega328 chip becomes
much simpler and easier. Basically, the Arduino board is about
ATmega328. Board Arduino is designed to make it easier for
us to program and connect the ATmega328 chip with other
components. With the Arduino board, whether Arduino UNO,
Arduino Mega 2560, Arduino Nano, and Arduino Pro Mini,
all help to simplify the process of creating a microcontroller
circuit [5]–[7]. ATMega328 has 3 main PORT, i.e., PORTB,
PORTC, and PORTD with total pin input / output of 23 pins.
PORT can be functioned as input / output digital or functioned
as other peripherals. Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board
based on ATmega328 (datasheet). It has 14 input pins from
digital output where 6 pin input can be used as PWM output
and 6 input analog pin, 16 MHz crystal oscillator, USB
connection, power jack, ICSP header, and reset button. To
support the microcontroller in order to use, simply connect
only the Arduino Uno Board to the computer using a USB
or power cord with AC-to-DC adapter or battery to run it.
Uno is different from all previous boards in terms of USB-to-
serial connections using Atmega8U2 features programmed as
USB-to-serial converters different from previous boards that
use FTDI USB-to-serial driver chips [9], [12]. Ergonomics

Fig. 1. Arduino uno

is an applied science that explains the interaction between
man and his workplace. Ergonomics, among others, examine
the physical abilities of workers, workplace environments, and

tasks that are equipped and applied this information with the
design of the tool model, equipment, working methods that are
needed safely throughout the task. Each worker has the sole
responsibility of knowing about the safety focus of the working
environment for themselves and their bosses. The ultimate goal
of the ergonomics program is to perfect work by minimizing
possible work pressures for the body [7], [8].

Dr. Andris Freivalds of Pennstate University mentions that
elements of an organizational system are tasks (jobs), organi-
zations, equipment, people and the environment. The diagram
is as follows:

Fig. 2. System Elements

All elements interact with each other so that to maintain
the balance of the system should be formed suitability between
one element with other elements. This is where the main macro
ergonomics role, namely as a keeper of the balance of the
system. Then how can the ergonomic macro keep the balance
of the system? The following case study is one example of
how macro ergonomics do it

III. RESEARCH METHOD

The research method used the method of designing the
tool, which is designing an automatic window curtain tool in
general. Where in this design are designed tool with function
open and close automatic javasela curtain based arduino uno
microcontroller? Design Analysis

This research using an LDR sensor which receives light
from an object then processed using arduino. Once received
the sensor give instructions to the servo motor in closing and
opening the curtain automatically.

1) Tool Design Method:
2) Hardware Design: The first hard design is to prepare

Aluminum box-shaped windows with type 2.4x1x0.30 with a
length of 1.3 m and fiber size 1x2 m. Then the pieces of fiber
are connected to form a circuit. An Arduino box with 12.5x7.5
is installed separately on the Aluminum window [14].

The next hardware design that connects arduino pins with
ultrasonic sensors and LCD. The pins for connecting Arduino,
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Fig. 3. Sketch Image of tool

Fig. 4. Design tools

LDR sensor and LCD are the pins connected are pin 12 as the
input pin of RS pin, pin 11 as input LCD pin Enable, pin 5
as input LCD pin D4, pin 4 as input LCD pin D5 , pin 3
as input lcd pin D6, pin 2 as input LCD pin D7, grounding
as LCD input pin R / W, grounding as lcd input pin VSS, 5
Volt as LCD pin input VCC and grounding are taken directly
on power adapter connected with an arduino module, and the
connected pins are GND sensors connected on PCB board (-
), Echo sensor connected on pin 10 arduino, Trigger sensor
connected on pin 9 arduino, and VCC sensor connected on
PCB (+) board. Lights and of course Arduino Uno ATMega328
which is where the center than to control Automatic blinds.

3) System Design and Testing Tool: After doing the design
of hardware and software then the next step is to test the tool,
where the curtain is placed near the window, and then the
sensor is placed in accordance with the light what is in want is
the first outdoors that can absorb the sun and place in the room

Fig. 5. Design tools

which can absorb lights after that then the LDR sensor also
responds, continued in arduino uno after processing, continued
kerelay to set the electric pressure to balance, and forwarded
to the light to produce light. as shown in the figure 6:

a b

Fig. 6. Testing Tools

Figure 4. shows an automated curtain test using the sunlight
and lights where to test the sensitivity of the LDR light
sensor which is then processed by the arduino to run the
DC Motor which then opens and closes the window blinds
automatically. From the above test can be taken data that tools
work in accordance with the commands entered in arduino uno
ATMega328 and the supporting components of the tool works
and works well.

4) The Test Tool Measurement Result Table: The light
intensity it can open and close the window automatically, that
is, the intensity of the light set in arduino less than 210 and
more than 110 will open then automatically stops at > 210
and, or ≤ 110 or stay at the light intensity and apply also
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to <110 and if the light intensity does not exist or > 0 then
automatically the window will be closed.

Then if using measurement with lux system Testing done
for 2 days, every day of testing starting from 06.00-18.00
WIB. The results showed that the highest intensity of sunlight
occurred between the hours of 11:00 to 13:00 pm with a
sun light intensity value of 98,000 lux-116,200 lux. While
the highest solar cell output power of 14.80 watts with the
measured sun light intensity 116,200 lux. And it’s the same
as the LDR Light sensor which only focuses on its light power.
Automatic ergonomic curtain design results, so that users feel

Fig. 7. Display Light intensity in Arduino Uno software

effective in carrying out activities and efficient in doing the job
and comfortable and safe by using Arduino uno using arduino
uno microcontroller Atmega328 on automatic window blind
tool successfully used.

The working system of an integrated system, which be-
comes the object is either sunlight or light with certain light
intensity. The sensor will detect the object by sending the LDR
signal, the light-absorbing LDR signal from the object will
be processed by the arduino, and the arduino will process the
sensor readings, and the result will be informed to the indicator
light that is LED.

IV. CONCLUSION

The result of ergonomic automatic window curtain design
is the system we make; the object is the light both the sun and
the light with certain light intensity. The sensor will detect the
object by sending the LDR signal, the light-absorbing LDR
signal from the object will be processed by the arduino, and
the arduino will process the sensor readings, and the result
will be informed to the indicator light that is LED. The result
of ergonomic automatic window curtain design is able to save
the work time so efficient and effective, and the placement of
panels match to dimensions of the user body gives a sense of
comfort and security.
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